ABSTRACT. Let k be an algebraic number field and / an odd prime.
Proposition.
Let K/k be a tamely ramified extension of type G and let W be the subgroup of C(k) generated by ÍC(p): p prime, N(p) a 1 mod lr\.
Then C(K, k) £ u/(/_1)/2.
Proof. Let b be the relative discriminant ideal so that C(K, k) = C(ir) by Artin's theorem. If a prime p of k splits into g primes in K each of degree / and ramification degree e, then the contribution of p to b is b^= p/8(e_ '.
Suppose e = /',£> 0; then fg = V'K The lemma implies that N(p) = 1 mod /'; hence /V(p ) = 1 mod lT. From this it is easy to conclude that C(p ) £ W. In fact W = iC(a): A/(a) = 1 mod /rS; for let WQ be the indicated set.
Then it is obvious from the definition of W that W CWQ. Conversely, suppose A/(a) = 1 mod V. By the generalized "theorem on primes in an arithmetic progression" there is a prime ideal q such that a.q~ is a principal ideal with a generator a. = 1 mod lT (congruence in the ring 0,). It follows that C(a) = C(q) and that ¿V(q) a 1 mod lT, so that 0(a) e W.
The proposition should now be clear since for every prime p| b we have seen that C( bp) e W . It follows from the proposition that R (k, G) Ç V/('-l)/2-2. In order to prove that R (k, G) and W( " ' ' are actually equal it is necessary to be able to construct extensions K/k of type G. This will be done by constructing Kummer extensions of the field F = KO where Ç, is a primitive /rth root of unity. In the case r = 1 which was studied in [4] an extension L/F of degree / which is abelian over k contains a unique subfield K which is cyclic over k; when r > 1 the situation is less simple but there proves to be a degree of uniqueness in any case. The construction which will be given does not produce all possible extensions K/k of type G but does
give enough for present needs.
In addition to the notation which 4ias already been introduced is the following:
O primitive /rth root of unity, Let (7. be a fixed element of ® whose restriction to F is the fixed rj e H. E/F' is a left module over the group ring RH by the action ff(eF ) = ffj(e)F* which will be written ff(e)F' from now on. X is a right RW-module by the action xOE = a~. xa.; Z is a left RH-module lot the Galois action of H on F. With these actions the isomorphism of abelian groups t/5: S/F'-' Hom(X, Z) given by <p\ eF ) = (e, • ) is an RrY-isomorphism. H acts on Hom(X, Z) via the left action on Z and the right action on X so that ( f)(x) = ff(/(x )). This means that (aie), x\=o{(e, xa)) = (e, *«)* so that (e, x ) = (ff(e), x)s = (s~ ore, x) where sis to be understood as (a unit) in R.
Observe that E/F and X are both cyclic R/V-modules.
(For example E/F is generated over RH by a. p .)
The first task is to identify the maximal abelian extension of k in N.
The following result is easy to prove and probably well known.
Lemma. Let 0 -> X -*-» ® -' H ->1 be an extension of an abelian group X by a cyclic group H =(a). Then the commutator subgroup of ® is i(X ~ ).
From now. on let a = a which will be identified with a0F as an element of E/p'. Any cyclic extension of F in N has the form F((£r¿ff!)a)
for some element 2r.ff! £ RH. In view of the lemma such an extension is z abelian over k ill ÍLV')*'*1 "7"1 Vat eX.
Since <(£r.o-¿)a, x1"<T) = ((2r.ff¿ -ls~ 1r.ai+l)a, x), this will be the case Proposition. // a.
••• , a izre independent over R, then Gal(L/k) =? GxH.
Proof. In this case E/p' is the free Rtf-module with basis \o.\ and one deduces easily that X = RH as well. (In fact X is generated as an RHmodule by the automorphism which sends <x to C,o., the action of this automorphism on other elements of E being determined by the action of H on X and E/P'.) It follows that @ S X • H, XQ = Xl~a, and X/XQ S G, from which the assertion follows.
The hypothesis in the last result can be stated in terms of the tf.'s;
namely that B-, ••• , a _, should be multiplicatively independent modulo /'th powers in F .
If this hypothesis is not satisfied it may happen that a field L = F(fCX)
is itself cyclic as an extension of k. For example, if F = Q(0> where Ç, is a primitive /rth root of unity and L = F((eO )> this is the case.
From the last proposition one sees that the field L will contain subfields which are cyclic of degree lr over k; the final task is to show that when H/F is tamely ramified at least one of these extensions is tamely ramified over k. 
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